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BOOK REVIEWS
“Wish You Were Here!” A Grand Tour of Early Florida Via Old Post Cards. By Hampton
Dunn. St. Petersburg, 1981. Byron Kennedy & Company, pp. 283, Cloth.
Wish You Were Here by Hampton Dunn is a Florida historical work done county by county. It
covers approximately the first half of this century using hundreds of postcards to present this
historical era.
Creating this book must have been a labor of
love. The research and selection of the hundreds
of postcards portraying Florida from the turn of
this century through the ’40s is a task those
interested in the cultural, economic, social and
political history of our sixty-seven counties would
find a joy.
The author’s knowledge of Florida and its
history shows in the comments accompanying
each postcard. He has kept the information
factual, light and stimulating, and leaves the
reader with a desire to explore further.
Some might complain about the scarcity of
postcards displayed for some counties. However,
it is this scarcity in some areas, that enhances
your curiosity. Maybe there are other postcards
for these locations lying undiscovered in
someone’s attic.

Hampton Dunn

Here is a history book you will enjoy reading, re-reading and sharing with others. It is a fine
professional piece of work using an interesting historical primary source of information, the
postcard, dated and time stamped by the U.S. Government Post Office. The book adds to our
knowledge of our state, its counties and communities. It surely will spark some to look at their
old postcards, to see how they, their relatives and friends made history.
This book is certainly pleasant reading, and at the rate buildings are being torn down and
scenic views are being black topped over here in Florida it will become more valuable each day.
John Friend

Florida’s Gubernatorial Politics in the Twentieth Century. By David R. Colburn and Richard K.
Scher. Gainesville, 1981. University Presses of Florida. Photographs. Tables. Pp. viii, 342. Cloth.
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